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The Heroes Slots Review
In March 2024, Mobilots released a team of superhumans with special powers to deliver a win-
both-ways system,  Expanding Wilds, the Free Spins feature, and the win multiplier up to 8x in The
Heroes, a classic 5x3 video  slot with 10 adjustable paylines.
The actual special powers of the team in question will remain a mystery, but they will  help you
land big wins since all four of them act as high-value symbols. The game boasts colorful,
cartoonish visuals,  and a fitting soundtrack. Players can benefit from the Expanding Wild symbol,
which lands only on the three central reels  and triggers respins. The Scatter is there to trigger up
to 20 free spins. As for the vault, it delivers  multipliers, up to 8x. This medium-to-low-volatility
video slot offers a max win of 20,000x coin value.
Bonus
The Wild is represented by  a strange violet planet. It substitutes for all the regular symbols and
appears only on reels 2, 3, and 4.  Every time you land a Wild, it will expand to cover the entire
reel it landed on. Furthermore, it becomes  a Sticky Wild, remaining in its position, while other
reels respin. If another Wild appears during the respin, you get  another respin. Up to 3 respins
with up to 3 Wild reels may occur in succession.
As for the Free Spins  feature, it is triggered when 3 or more Scatters appear on the screen.
Depending on the number of Scatters landed  (3, 4, 5), players can trigger 5, 10, or 20 free spins
at once. Land at least two vault symbols  on the reels on a winning spin to activate the multiplier.
The size of the multiplier also depends on the  number of vault symbols landed in one spin. For
example, if you land two vaults on a winning spin, the  win is doubled. Five vaults in a single spin
will boost your win with a tasty 5x multiplier.
The Heroes Slots  Real Money
The Heroes is a classic 5x3 video slot that offers 10 adjustable paylines. Before you start spinning
the reels,  there are several things you need to do. First, decide how many paylines you want to
play with (1-10). Next,  set the coin denomination ($0.05-$5). Depending on the selected number
of paylines, and the selected coin denomination, players can bet  betweenR$0.05 andR$50. To
win payouts, you need to land at least three matching symbols on an active payline. The slot  pays
left to right and right to left, starting from the leftmost or the rightmost reel.
The oldest hero among the  four members of the team, the one with a white beard, is the highest-
paying regular icon, offering 250x the coin  value for five of a kind. Set the coin denomination to
the maximum, and you may win up toR$1,250 in  a single payline. If you boost the win multiplier to
the max, you may pocket as much asR$100,000.
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